LARGE SPACENET
COR32441

Item no. COR324411-1201
General Product Information
Dimensions LxWxH

36’1’’ x 36’1’’ x 24’8’’

Age Group

5-12

Play Capacity

56 children

Color Options

With its impressive height and transparency,
the Large Spacenet intensely motivates
children to climb up high. The feeling of
achievement when having climbed to the top is
phenomenal. Also due to the constant sway of
the net, the children's climbing movements
sway the net, creating thrill. This makes
children come back again and again to have
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more of the bouncy, climbing fun. Climbing the
bouncy, interconnected meshes of the
transparent net is challenging and trains
important motor skills such as balance and
coordination. These motor skills are
fundamental to sitting still or navigating traffic
safely. Major muscle groups get used when
children climb the Large Spacenet: arms push
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and pull, legs push and the core provides
stability as the children cling onto the ropes.
The Large Spacenet trains courage and self
regulation, skills necessary for children's socialemotional development.

Data is sub ject to change without prior notice.

LARGE SPACENET
COR32441

Item no. COR324411-1201
Installation Information
7’1’’

Max. fall height
Safety surfacing area
Numbers of Installers
(persons)
Total installation time

1 799 ft²

2
23

Excavation volume

15.07 yd³

Concrete volume

10.54 yd³

Footing Depth (Standard)

Corocord ropes with.75" diameter or more are
special „Hercules“ – type with galvanized six–
stranded steel wires. Each strand is tightly
wrapped with PES yarn, which is melted onto
each indivudual strand. The ropes are higly
wear-and vandalism-resistant and can be
replaced at site if needed.

Corocord ‘S’ clamps are used as universal
connections in Corocord products..31" stainless
steel rods with rounded edges are pressed
around the ropes with a special hydraulic press,
making them the ideal connector: safe, durable
and vandalism-proof, all while allowing the
typical movement of rope play structures.

The spacenets' main bearing ropes are
equipped with an additional safety feature:
should the main connections fail, the safety rope
prevents collapse of the structure.

3' 11''

Shipment Weight

2 107 lbs

Anchoring options

In-ground
Surface

Warranty information
Corocord Rope
S-Clamps

10 Years
10 Years

Aluminum Clamps

10 Years

Membranes

2 Years

Spare parts guaranteed

Corocord membranes consist of friction-proof
rubberized material of conveyor belt quality with
excellent UV resistance. Tested and compliant
with REACH requirements for PAH. Embedded
is a four-layered armouring made of woven
polyester. The armouring and the two surface
layers result in a total thickness of.29"
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In the centre of the net is the mast, made of high
quality seamless steel. The structure of the mast
as an oscillating support is statically favorable
and equalizes the oscillations in the net. The
masts are hot dip galvanized as standard, with
the design option of additional powder coating.

10 Years
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Through KOMPAN Variant Team, you can
choose between additional 7 rope colors and
customize your solution. The assortment is a
wide span of colors ranking from elegant and
expressive black or natural and toned-down
hemp color, to a range of attractive and eyecatching signal colors.
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LARGE SPACENET
COR32441
*Max fall height | **Total height | ***Safety surfacing area

*Max fall height | **Total height

Attention! Foundation anchor blocks exceeds safety zone area. See installation instructions.

Click to see 1:100 ratio TOP VIEW
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Click to see 1:100 ratio SIDE VIEW
Data is sub ject to change without prior notice.
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